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•someone from the police, … informs passers by on how they can protect their homes 
from burglary. At the same time people can ask questions.
This could be organised
•During the local market day
•In the reception of the town hall
•At the big supermarkets
•…

Extra police patrols in neighborhoods where the risk of becoming a victim is higher or 
Hand out flyers during regular (alcohol, insurance, …) checks or Special police checks / 
road blocks to check cars, the drivers and the material in the car
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Nevertheless, not everything works. As one of the key functions of the Network is to
be a catalyst for facilitating more effective policies and initiatives, this paper aims to
support European, national and local stakeholders by providing an overview of the
initiatives which may, or may not, be successful in preventing domestic burglaries. All
initiatives have been grouped in three categories: namely those for which strong evi
dence, moderate evidence or limited evidence is available.
Today I will focus on the measures for which strong evidence is available, which means that 
several studies have consistently shown a reduction in the number of domestic burglaries,
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occupancy, a key factor in the decision to target a property, it is much harder for the 
burglar to determine whether or not a dwelling is empty.
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Low-crime areas only require passive involvement from the police, while the police may 
need to take the lead in implementing Neighbourhood Watch schemes in high-crime 
areas
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homes that have previously been burgled have a much higher risk of being burgled again
When a house is burgled multiple times is known as repeat victimisations or exact 
repeats
but also nearby dwellings have a higher risk = near repeats 

Boost = offenders return to the same neighbourhood because they have learned about 
opportunities that are present in a given area during an earlier burglary.

Flag = the flag hypothesis, states that offenders return to the same area because it has 
inherent weaknesses which serve as an invitation to offenders
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This approach has great potential, since households are more able and willing to protect 
themselves more effectively following a first burglary; twenty-five percent of households 
had at least one security device installed after a burglary
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1. Increase the effort; they need a key or code to be able to enter
2. Increasing  the risk – it turns public space into private space + surveillance  remove 

excuses from offenders for being in the area,
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1: A minority of active criminals are responsible minority of active criminals are 
responsible for a large proportion of crime ‘we are watching you’
2, Enhances the impact of a crime prevention measure
3 to prevent fencing make the direct use of stolen goods harder & increases 
confiscation and restitution  effective if 80% of the residents do it 
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1: counterproductive – not cost effective – further research needed
2, awareness raising campaigns – rarely work. They do work if the message contains new 
information and there is a call to immediate action – it should also be embedded in a 
larger intervention / programme
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